Discover Bertotto Boglione’s portable
gas stations
Bertotto was present at the NACS PEI Show, where they had the opportunity to present
one of their latest innovations, portable fuel stations. “We have had the opportunity to
meet with our distributors and representatives from diﬀerent countries,” says Carlos
Rubbi, Head of Foreign Trade at Bertotto, “Our products today are at low production costs
in Argentina, so we can oﬀer them at competitive prices globally” added Mr. Rubbi.
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The portable fuel stations developed and manufactured by Bertotto Boglione S.A. are specially
tailored for new routs and new market development points for major oil companies.
The stations are also suited to speciﬁc markets with volumes in the range of 100,000 to 200,000 litres
per month like in the case of agricultural cooperatives, land works, supermarkets, new urban
developments, commercial centres, mining, oil areas, etc.
Another use is the circuit of fuel consumption for authorities such as the national state, provincial
states, decentralized municipalities and organisms with volumes superior to 400,000 lts/month that
due to logistic, operative and administration requirements need the centralization in storage units and
fuel oﬃce with system of ﬂeet control.
Bertotto Boglione portable service stations are manufactured under international standards ISO 9001:
2015 and UL 2085 (Protected tanks) licensed by STI F941, NFPA 30A. for fuels Class I (Gasoline, AV
Gas etc) and under UL 142 standards for fuels Class II (Diesel, Jet A1, Kerosene, etc).
Some of our portable station customers are Petrominera Chubut and YPF (Argentina), COPEC (Chile),
PDVSA (Venezuela), Sonangalp (Angola), as well as mining companies, road companies and

agricultural companies.
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